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Companies worldwide are recognizing the critical importance of harnessing the learning
capabilities of people and technology in the workplace. Technology-Based Learning:
Maximizing Human Performance and Corporate Success shows how to capture and leverage
this power, through techniques of knowledge management. This comprehensive overview
examines the advantages and disadvantages of learning technologies, and provides a guide
for selecting, costing, and applying the various techniques. Technology in the workplace has
many overwhelming possibilities-so many that they've left many managers and HRD
professionals confused and perplexed. Let Marquardt and Kearsley show you how to bring
technology under control to meet the needs of your company and your employees.
What is this book about? PHP is one of the most popular server-side scripting languages
available. It's powerful and easy to learn. Combined with MySQL — a fast, cross-platform, and
free open source database — it makes a very effective tool for developing database-driven
websites. This book is all about developing PHP/MySQL websites with Macromedia
Dreamweaver MX, the premier visual website design tool. It will show you how to use
Dreamweaver MX to rapidly develop database-driven PHP web applications with the minimum
of fuss. Throughout the book, we use a real-world example application, a hotel room booking
system, to demonstrate just how quick and easy it is to build dynamic PHP sites with
Dreamweaver MX. What does this book cover? Here are just a few of the things you'll find
covered in this book: Overview of Dreamweaver MX, PHP, and MySQL Designing a site Using
server behaviors to interact with the database Hand-coding and debugging in Dreamweaver
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Who is this book for? This book is for the web professional looking to develop database-driven
PHP web applications using Macromedia Dreamweaver MX. Some knowledge of HTML and
web design is assumed, but you don't need to know any PHP or MySQL.
Advanced data management has always been at the core of efficient database and information
systems. Recent trends like big data and cloud computing have aggravated the need for
sophisticated and flexible data storage and processing solutions. This book provides a
comprehensive coverage of the principles of data management developed in the last decades
with a focus on data structures and query languages. It treats a wealth of different data models
and surveys the foundations of structuring, processing, storing and querying data according
these models. Starting off with the topic of database design, it further discusses weaknesses of
the relational data model, and then proceeds to convey the basics of graph data, tree-
structured XML data, key-value pairs and nested, semi-structured JSON data, columnar and
record-oriented data as well as object-oriented data. The final chapters round the book off with
an analysis of fragmentation, replication and consistency strategies for data management in
distributed databases as well as recommendations for handling polyglot persistence in multi-
model databases and multi-database architectures. While primarily geared towards students of
Master-level courses in Computer Science and related areas, this book may also be of benefit
to practitioners looking for a reference book on data modeling and query processing. It
provides both theoretical depth and a concise treatment of open source technologies currently
on the market.
This book explores opportunities for diversifying modern Kazakhstan's economy, which is still
heavily dependent on its natural resources, as well as looking at economic opportunities for the
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whole Central Asian region arising from the Chinese government's Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI). The book is comprised of four parts. Part 1 explores the first main theme of the book:
development of the economy based on the resource sector with the example of Kazakhstan.
Part 2 examines opportunities for diversification arising from BRI: a rise of transport and
communication industries alongside the new Belt and Road economic route. Part 3 explores
the view from China on the perspectives of regional development, not least the economic
reasons for the launch of this programme, investments and planned effects. Part 4 discusses
other internal sources for diversification of the economy in Kazakhstan based on development
of local industry in the oil and gas sector, small- and medium-sized enterprises and tertiary
sector of the economy. This book will be of value for students, academics, policy-makers, and
practitioners focused on economic development and business in the Central Asian region, as
well as those who are working on the design of instruments for economic development in their
own countries.
The book insights into the various issues, aspects, potentials, prospects and challenges of
tourism and hospitality sector in India in the age of technological transformation and
innovations. It highlights the various cutting edge emerging concepts, practices, policies,
marketing strategies of tourism, hospitality and aviation industry in India. The book explores
new innovations and key practices in the Indian tourism and hospitality industry. It creates a
knowledge base for the students, academicians, researchers and industry practitioners by
analyzing the real research gaps and latest developments, trends, and research in the Indian
tourism sector. The book also discusses recent initiatives taken by the Government of India to
boost this particular sector. The book covers a very important part of syllabus of higher
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education programs in tourism like MBA (Travel Tourism), MTTM, MTM (IGNOU), MTA, BTS,
BTA.
With contributions by numerous experts
Software Quality and Software Testing in Internet TimesSpringer Science & Business Media
Software development has turned truly global - with requirement gathering and design
at one location and program development at another. Cost advantage has moved more
and more of the software life cycle activities to the developing nations like India and the
Philippines. While outsourcing, many companies in the US and other Western countries
find project management an area that needs improvement in the emerging service
provider nations. Processes and teams across different geographical locations make
the management all the more challenging. It is precisely this need that this book intends
to address. The author has extensive management experience in IT projects in the
manufacturing, banking and telecom domains and distils that experience to narrate the
project management knowledge areas with real life examples and case studies. Many
books and articles have described the challenges faced by the US project manager in
dealing with a contractor in another country, but the remedial measures for this skill gap
needs to emerge within the cultural context of the service provider nations. This book
addresses this challenge primarily from an Indian perspective, which can be extended
to many other developing nations. Billions of dollars of US and European projects are
now being handled in India and other developing countries and thousands of project
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managers have to emerge from the talent pools of these countries to efficiently manage
this investment .It is with an intent to develop these skills this book has been written.
Hotel Law, Transactions, Management and Franchising presents a practical guide to
the issues that face lawyers and industry leaders working in the hospitality field. It aims
to develop the reader’s understanding of the acquisition process and the complex
relationships in management and franchise deals that dominate the hotel industry. This
text is written primarily as a desktop reference for legal practitioners working in the hotel
law field and is also suitable for students studying towards hotel and hospitality careers
both at an undergraduate and law school or graduate level. The highly experienced
author, contributors and editors offer insights into the industry players and their
preferred positions, desired outcomes, and the potential pitfalls that can ensnare even
the most well-planned deals. With broad coverage of the rapidly growing field of
hospitality law—including gaming, recreation, and amenities— the book’s approach
examines the dominant models of hotel ownership, management and franchising, and
includes independent hotels and the move towards complex resorts. The book’s
coverage of key legal topics ranges from real estate, to intellectual property, contracts,
and finance.Hotel Law will give readers an understanding of the hospitality industry
from the perspective of the transactional practitioner, while examining the multi-party
relationships and agreements that develop between an owner, operator, licensor and
lender.
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How to design and implement the right software build and release process for your
environment. The Buildmeister's Guide researches and documents the build process in
detail. It's aim is to increase awareness of the build process and to raise the level and
quality of discussion that occurs around it. The book looks at how the build process
affects and is affected by different software development languages and methods, and
what intrinsic value a "well defined" build process can bring to an organization. It
defines the set of skills and capabilities that implementers of the build process should
posses, and also a framework for a generic best practice build process with tips and
guidelines on how to implement it. Whether you are a software developer, manager or
integrator, this book will help you understand the importance of the build process to
your organization and what role you will need to play in it.
Beginning Node.js is your step-by-step guide to learning all the aspects of creating
maintainable Node.js applications. You will see how Node.js is focused on creating high-
performing, highly-scalable websites, and how easy it is to get started. Many front-end
devs regularly work with HTML, CSS, PHP, even WordPress, but haven't yet got
started with Node.js. This book explains everything for you from a beginner level,
enabling you to start using Node.js in your projects right away. Using this book you will
learn important Node.js concepts for server-side programming. You will begin with an
easy-to-follow pure JavaScript primer, which you can skip if you're confident of your JS
skills. You'll then delve into Node.js concepts such as streams and events, and the
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technology involved in building full-stack Node.js applications. You'll also learn how to
test your Node.js code, and deploy your Node.js applications on the internet. Node.js is
a great and simple platform to work with. It is lightweight, easy to deploy and manage.
You will see how using Node.js can be a fun and rewarding experience - start today
with Beginning Node.js.
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN, TENTH EDITION offers a practical, visually
appealing approach to information systems development. Throughout the book, real-
world case studies emphasize critical thinking and IT skills in a dynamic, business-
related environment. The new Tenth Edition will help prepare students for success in
today's intensely competitive business world. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
This undergraduate text introduces the tourism industry, with sections on planning,
developing, and controlling tourism destinations, tourism marketing and promotion,
factors influencing the tourism market, and the characteristics of travel. Learning
features include objectives, chapter overviews, and summaries, plus a glossary. Mill
teaches in the
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology
news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning
Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series
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and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
Much more than a tutorial, this sourcebook contains a comprehensive description of
HTML commands, techniques, and tools necessary to create professional-quality Web
page documents. Includes complete coverage of HTML 3.0 the Common Gateway
Interface (CGI) Standard, experimental HTML features such as Netscape extensions,
and Web document design. (Communications/Networking)
Get ready for academic and workplace success! This robust learning package
integrates keyboarding, essential word processing, document formatting basics, and
communication skills within a single text, along with a strong emphasis on honing skills
by competing projects in a realistic office environment . Using Microsoft Word 2016, you
will format memos, letters, tables, and reports; work with graphics; and practice real-
time co-authoring on OneDrive. The text includes six modular projects and one
comprehensive project to help you apply what you learn and prepare you to be
productive immediately when beginning your professional career. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Uses friendly, easy-to-understand For Dummies style to helpreaders learn to model
systems with the latest version of UML, themodeling language used by companies
throughout the world to developblueprints for complex computer systems Guides
programmers, architects, and business analysts throughapplying UML to design large,
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complex enterprise applications thatenable scalability, security, and robust execution
Illustrates concepts with mini-cases from different businessdomains and provides
practical advice and examples Covers critical topics for users of UML, including
objectmodeling, case modeling, advanced dynamic and functional modeling,and
component and deployment modeling
More people than ever now make leisure trips, making this an era of mass tourism. The
scale of this phenomenon means that it is able to generate economic growth, making
tourism a key factor in regional development policy. Bringing together a range of
European case studies illustrating various ICT and policy innovations, this book
examines the interconnections between tourism, Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) and regional development.
This book describes how object-oriented language and object-oriented ideas can be
employed throughout the software project. It describes the software engineering
process from requirements analysis up to acceptance testing and contains such topics
as unit testing, and system design. The book uses the C++ programming language and
is intended for both the undergraduate student and the industrial developer. Material on
the relationship between object-oriented techniques and prototyping is also included.
This publication deals with two major software quality management challenges. The
first one involves how to deliver a software product within a competitive time frame and
with a satisfying quality to the customer. The second one concerns how to best deal
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with the growing complexity of software applications using Internet technology. Due to
faster development cycles the quality of an application has to be monitored during
operation, since the usage of the application and the technology around it might change
from day-to-day. The book compiles experiences from different industries and
perspectives. Its goal is to give practical insights into high-tech software development
projects of today.
Annotation. The Lyee International Workshop (Lyee-W02) is a means for presenting the
results of the Lyee International research project, oriented for new software generation
techniques based on Lyee technologies. Lyee-W02 will help to build a forum for
exchanging ideas and experiences in the field of new directions on software
development methodologies and its tools and techniques. Lyee methodology captures
the essence of the innovations, controversies, challenges, and possible solutions of the
software industry. This theory is born from experience and it is the time to stimulate the
academic research on software science initiated from experience to theory through this
workshop and its coming series.
The three-volume set LNCS 10288, 10289, and 10290 constitutes the proceedings of the 6th
International Conference on Design, User Experience, and Usability, DUXU 2017, held as part
of the 19th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2017, in
Vancouver, BC, Canada, in July 2017, jointly with 14 other thematically similar conferences.
The total of 1228 papers presented at the HCII 2017 conferences were carefully reviewed and
selected from 4340 submissions. These papers address the latest research and development
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efforts and highlight the human aspects of design and use of computing systems. The papers
accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the entire field of Human-Computer Interaction,
addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of
application areas. The total of 168 contributions included in the DUXU proceedings were
carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this three-volume set. LNCS 10288: The 56
papers included in this volume are organized in topical sections on design thinking and design
philosophy; aesthetics and perception in design; user experience evaluation methods and
tools; user centered design in the software development lifecycle; DUXU education and
training. LNCS 10289: The 56 papers included in this volume are organized in topical sections
on persuasive and emotional design; mobile DUXU; designing the playing experience;
designing the virtual, augmented and tangible experience; wearables and fashion technology.
LNCS 10290: The 56 papers included in this volume are organized in topical sections on
information design; understanding the user; DUXU for children and young users; DUXU for art,
culture, tourism and environment; DUXU practice and case studies.
In any serious engineering discipline, it would be unthinkable to construct a large system
without having a precise notion of what is to be built and without verifying how the system is
expected to function. Software engineering is no different in this respect. Formal methods
involve the use of mathematical notation and calculus in software development; such methods
are difficult to apply to large-scale systems with practical constraints (e.g., limited developer
skills, time and budget restrictions, changing requirements). Here Liu claims that formal
engineering methods may bridge this gap. He advocates the incorporation of mathematical
notation into the software engineering process, thus substantially improving the rigor,
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comprehensibility and effectiveness of the methods commonly used in industry. This book
provides an introduction to the SOFL (Structured Object-Oriented Formal Language) method
that was designed and industry-tested by the author. Written in a style suitable for lecture
courses or for use by professionals, there are numerous exercises and a significant real-world
case study, so the readers are provided with all the knowledge and examples needed to
successfully apply the method in their own projects.
Architecting Web Services is targeted toward developers and technical architects who have
heard about, and even started to work with, Web services. The book starts with a background
on the evolution of Web services and their significance to future collaborative efforts via the
Internet. It then reveals the architecture for Web services and the various relationships that can
be established through their consumption. Following a short technical primer on XML and
related technologies, the Web services model is outlined to illustrate the decisions that have to
be made in the areas of presentation, interface, and security before the design is even started.
Topics ranging from content to state management to system infrastructures are discussed to
help you understand the options and the pitfalls when developing robust Web services. The life
cycle of implementing Web services from start to finish is illustrated, taking existing processes
and exposing their functionality through Web services. Examples extend both Java and COM
objects as Web services before exposing an entire hotel reservation system through a Web
services workflow. These exercises are followed by three application scenarios that consume
these Web services, again with both Java and Visual Basic/ASP examples. Discussions cover
the design, implementation, and testing of each solution to ensure a successful result. Finally,
the book takes a look ahead at the future of Web services by examining both the current
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strategies of the primary vendors and the standards initiatives that are presently under way. A
companion website provides all the source code, and hosts the Web services and sample
applications introduced in the book.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th International Conference on
Software Reuse, ICSR 2008, held in Beijing, China, in May 2008. The 40 revised full papers
presented together with 5 workshop summaries and 5 tutorials were carefully reviewed and
selected from numerous submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on
architecture and reuse approaches, high confidence and reuse, component selection and
reuse repository, product line, domain models and analysis, service oriented environment,
components and services, reuse approaches and frameworks, as well as reuse approaches
and methods.
A new generation of speech-driven personal computer systems promises to transform the
business use of Information Technology. This is not merely a matter of discarding the
keyboard, but of rethinking business processes to take advantage of the increased productivity
that speech-driven systems can bring. Malcolm McPherson is one of the pioneers of this fast-
moving field, and has been personally involved in the development of systems that have met
business needs across many industrial sectors.
Get ready for academic and workplace success! This comprehensive learning package
integrates keyboarding, essential and advanced word processing, document formatting and
design, and communication skills within a single text, along with a strong emphasis on honing
skills by competing projects in a realistic office environment. Using Microsoft Word 2016, you
will format advanced business correspondence, tables, reports, mail merge files, graphics, and
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a broad range of common document types, including meeting, travel, news, legal, medical, and
human resources/employment. The text includes 15 modular projects and three
comprehensive projects to help you apply what you learn and prepare you to be productive
from day one when beginning your professional career. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Information technology professionals will gain invaluable information with this updated
resource on how to connect concepts to key business areas. These areas include accounting,
finance, marketing, management, human resources, and operations. The new edition provides
concise and accessible coverage of core IT topics. Do It Yourself activities show them how to
apply the information on the job. Technology professionals will then be able to discover how
critical IT is to each functional area and every business.
This book includes the outcomes of the International Conference on Advanced
Intelligent Systems for Sustainable Development (AI2SD-2018), held in Tangier,
Morocco on July 12–14, 2018. Presenting the latest research in the field of computing
sciences and information technology, it discusses new challenges and provides
valuable insights into the field, the goal being to stimulate debate, and to promote
closer interaction and interdisciplinary collaboration between researchers and
practitioners. Though chiefly intended for researchers and practitioners in advanced
information technology management and networking, the book will also be of interest to
those engaged in emerging fields such as data science and analytics, big data, internet
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of things, smart networked systems, artificial intelligence, expert systems and cloud
computing.
The continuous growth and expansion of the travel sector has brought about a greater
need to understand and improve its various promotional tactics. Effectively employing
these methods will benefit all manner of travel destinations and attract a larger number
of tourists to these locations. Emerging Innovative Marketing Strategies in the Tourism
Industry is an authoritative title comprised of the latest scholarly research on effective
promotional tools and practices within the tourism sector. Featuring expansive
coverage on a variety of topics from the use of information technology and digital tools
to tourist motivation and economic considerations, this publication is an essential
reference source for students, researchers, and practitioners seeking research on the
latest applications, models, and approaches for promotion in the travel industry. This
publication features valuable, research-based chapters across a broad range of
relevant topics including, but not limited to, consumer search behavior, customer
relationship management, smart technologies, experiential tourist products, leisure
services, national brand images, and employment generation.
The fully revised edition of this well-known text by an experienced author, consultant
and educator follows the structure and approach which has proved so successful since
its first publication in 1980. The book examines the hotel as a business providing
commercial hospitality. It focuses on markets, money and people, and uses examples
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from hotel operations throughout the world. This new edition is the outcome of a
thorough revision of an established text. The new material includes a comprehensive
profile of the hotel business in the 1990's and includes data, quotes and extracts from a
wide range of authoritative industry sources.
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